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Bank M

chlorophyll created several campaigns for Bank M, a corporate bank based in Tanzania. 
These included campaigns for new branches, products and services as well as topical 
communication. 



The Super CEO!

A campaign for Money.Power, a business account with special services that make CEOs 
‘Super CEOs’!









M Mortgages

M Mortgages is Tanzania’s first and only housing finance company.  

This idea invites all Tanzanians to join the celebrations!



Launch



Feature ad 1



Feature ad 2



A surprising, memorable way to communicate the accessibility of home loans! 





Christmas









Bank M initiatives







Bank M award communication





Barbeque Nation

A chain of restaurants across India that pioneered the concept of a ‘live grill’. 

chlorophyll created a range of print ads for different outlets; these covered festivals, 

promotions and the restaurant’s concept itself.



First we serve it.
Then you cook it.

Presenting a live grill at your table. Juicy meat and crisp vegetables that you 
get to season with your choice of sauces. Plus a lavish buffet and irresistible 
desserts. All unlimited.* 

*Mon-Thurs: Just Rs 400 per head, Fri-Sun: Just Rs 450 per head
First floor, Eminent Mall, 261 Lajpat Nagar (near Guru Nanak Mission Chowk) 

Jalandhar 144 001. Ph 0181-6060000.



Latin American Food Festival

The unique-sounding names of signature Latin American dishes take the spotlight in this 
campaign. We also created a mnemonic for the festival.





African Food Festival

The names of popular African sauces tweaked to resemble sounds made by animals in the 
wild, with illustrations made out of the sauces themselves. We also created a mnemonic for 
the festival.





Seafood Festival

Simple objects like a knife, a table napkin and a barbecue skewer are tweaked to remind 

you of the ocean and marine life.









Indigo Paints

A small-scale brand of paints that carved out a niche in the Indian market by launching 

specialised exterior and interior paints. chlorophyll created print communication for its wide 

range of products.



Roof paints

The proposition: Don’t let an unpainted roof ruin your home’s beautification plan.  

The idea: The metaphor of a Malayalee woman, decked-up in a rich saree and gold jewellery, with 
shockingly unkempt hair.  Complemented by a tongue-in-cheek local idiom that referrs to a woman’s 
head and a home’s roof at the same time. 

Loosely translated, the headline reads: Everything is good. But did you notice the head?





Ceiling paint

The proposition: Makes your whole world brighter. 

The idea: In a ‘before’ and ‘after’ approach, we dramatised the idea of a bright ceiling. 

Loosely translated, the headline reads: Switch on a brighter ceiling!





Polymer Putty

The proposition: Only new Indigo Polymer Putty provides superior adhesion plus strength to walls 

because it contains re-dispersible polymers that provide better binding than white cement  

The idea: Adhesion interpreted as ‘DOUBLE PAKAD’: a wrestler representing the polymer, holding on 

tight to both the wall and the paint.





Goa Tourism

The proposition: Discover Goa’s many contrasts, inside you and outside you. 

The idea: ‘Kenna’ is the Konkani word for sometimes ( Konkani is the official language 
of Goa).  Using an ownable ‘kenna this, kenna that’ format, we created a series of ads 
about the contrasts that this Indian state offered.



















www.goa-tourism.com officialgoatourism@TourismGoa

Diwali is more colourful in Goa.
We wish you a bright and happy festive season!



Andhra Pradesh Tourism

The background: Most tourists only visit Andhra Pradesh, a state in India, as part of a pilgrimage to Tirupati.  
The communication objective was to get them to explore more of the state, as well as attract new tourists.  

The proposition: In Andhra Pradesh, there is more to worship than Tirupati.  

The idea: Each district is represented by a visual that itself is made of various sights in and around, as a symbol of 
‘more than meets the eye’ 









Milton

The background: In 2009, Milton, India’s leading home appliance brand, had launched 
a range of ‘intelligent homeware’, products that kept food fresh and hygienic. 

The idea: the personification of products with surnames that hint at a high IQ.  











Bombay Stock Exchange

The background: Asia’s oldest stock exchange promised seamless transactions between its various 
stakeholders. chlorophyll created a new ideantity™ and communication, including investor awareness 
campaigns.  



Ayurveda for investors

Investor awareness campaign one 

The idea: prevention is better than cure, even when it comes to the health of your investments!









Rumours

Investor awareness campaign two 

The idea: deliberately bizarre rumours to emphasise the need to check facts before 
stock investments. 









BSE website launch





The Baya Company



The background: Catapult Realty needed to differentiate itself in this 

overcrowded category.  After a session with the brand-owners, scientific 

research and analysis, chlorophyll created this articulation of what the brand 

stood for: attention to detail.   

The brand name: Inspired by the Baya, a weaverbird that meticulously and 

skilfully builds weather-proof, predator-proof nests. 

ideantity™: A meticulously crafted visual: two criss-crossing leaves become 

a bird when a small beak is added.





Communication 

The proposition: The Baya Company launched three properties that 
promised early possession, great prices and convenient locations. 

The idea: Using colloquial dialogues and cultural nuances, each proposition 
came alive through a display-copy style. 



One: surprisingly affordable!





Two: “Why travel so far?”







Three: assured possession







Four: ready possession





Five: “our own house”







Adfactors PR

The background: Adfactors PR is India’s largest PR firm differentiated by its knowledge of India and expertise in various 
industries. The ideantity™ is the Sanskrit alphabet symbolising knowledge, merged with the @ sign to represent a 21st century 
brand rooted in its knowledge of India.  

The proposition: Adfactors PR has the deepest knowledge of India’s cultural and business contexts. 

The idea: interesting cultural facts about India and their implications on conducting business in India.









Corporate communication

The objective: to communicate a sense of pride that comes from being India’s only independent 
PR agency and the benefits of this independence for clients. 







Meru

The background: India’s first radio-cab service, Meru promised ‘reliability’. chlorophyll created the  name based on the 
mythical, immovable mountain ’Meru’.  

The ideantity™ is a graphic representation of a mountain with a road running through it. 

chlorophyll created various campaigns for Meru, including their launch, new services and festival specific communication. 
Here are a few examples.









Communication 
in Delhi



Rakshabandhan Online bookings



J Krishnamurti Foundation

chlorophyll created a series of ads for a two-day seminar conducted by the J Krishnamurti Foundation.  

The theme: J Krishnamurti, the man and the message.





Bharat Financial Inclusion Ltd

The background: Bharat Financial Inclusion Ltd empowers economically disenfranchised women to become self-

reliant. 

The idea: highlights the micro-finance company's role in the lives of its customers, most of whom use their loans to 

buy livestock.





IMA

The background: IMA is an economic, business and market research firm that provides strategic insights and analysis to the 

top management of companies.  

The proposition: IMA uncovers the deepest insights to make your business successful.  

The idea: The layers of an onion are a metaphor for peeling away what appears on the surface, to reveal the core inside.





Sterling & Wilson

The background: Sterling & Wilson is India’s leading electrical contracting company and a part of the Shapoorji Pallonji Group. 

The proposition: Sterling & Wilson provides end-to-end solutions for setting up solar power plants in India.  

The idea: a clever use of the medium (full-page jacket newspaper ad) to communicate how easy it is to set up a solar power 

plant with Sterling & Wilson. 
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